Backyard Project – Lansing (near Old Town)

**Overview:** Urban residential backyard (approximately 20 x 40 ft) is in need of a “makeover”. [see photos—below]

**Project to include:**

- last-stage removal of still existing ground-cover [herbicide applied summer/fall-2013]
- creation and presentation of a proposal for a low-maintenance landscape design
- phased-in planting of approved design

We’ll negotiate a project-based fee. Also willing to consider paid academic internship—with arrangement with academic advisor.

**Contact:** Mary Elaine Kiener / [me@askmehouse.com](mailto:me@askmehouse.com) / Ph: 517-484-3127

**Photos:**

*July, 2013 – before initial herbicide application*
August 2013 – After initial plant removal and herbicide treatment